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Abstract

Many of the existing methods for learning joint embed-

ding of images and text use only supervised information

from paired images and its textual attributes. Taking ad-

vantage of the recent success of unsupervised learning in

deep neural networks, we propose an end-to-end learning

framework that is able to extract more robust multi-modal

representations across domains. The proposed method com-

bines representation learning models (i.e., auto-encoders)

together with cross-domain learning criteria (i.e., Maxi-

mum Mean Discrepancy loss) to learn joint embeddings

for semantic and visual features. A novel technique of

unsupervised-data adaptation inference is introduced to

construct more comprehensive embeddings for both labeled

and unlabeled data. We evaluate our method on Animals

with Attributes and Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011 dataset

with a wide range of applications, including zero and few-

shot image recognition and retrieval, from inductive to

transductive settings. Empirically, we show that our frame-

work improves over the current state of the art on many of

the considered tasks.

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, due to the availability of large

amount of data and the advancement of the training tech-

niques, learning effective and robust representations di-

rectly from images or text becomes feasible [19, 27, 32].

These learned representations have facilitated a number of

high-level tasks, such as image recognition [40], sentence

generation [17], and object detection [35]. Despite use-

ful representations being developed for specific domains,

learning more comprehensive representations across dif-

ferent data modalities remains challenging. In practice,

more complex tasks, such as image captioning [45] and im-

age tagging [23] often involve data from different modali-

ties (i.e., images and text). Additionally, the learning pro-

cess would be faster, requiring fewer labeled examples, and

hence more scalable to handling a large number of cate-

gories if we could transfer cross-domain knowledge more

effectively [9]. This motivates learning multi-modal em-
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Figure 1. Illustration of our proposed ReViSE (Robust sEmi-supervised

Visual-Semantic Embeddings) architecture.

beddings. In this paper, we consider learning robust joint

embeddings across visual and textual modalities in an end-

to-end fashion under zero and few-shot setting.

Zero-shot learning aims at performing specific tasks,

such as recognition and retrieval of novel classes, when no

label information is available during training [16]. On the

other hand, few-shot learning enables us to have few labeled

examples in our of-interest categories [38]. In order to com-

pensate the missing information under the zero and few-

shot setting, the model should learn to associate novel con-

cepts in image examples with textual attributes and transfer

knowledge from training to test classes. A common strat-

egy for deriving the visual-semantic embeddings is to make

use of images and textual attributes in a supervised way

[41, 2, 48, 49, 50, 22, 7]. Specifically, one can learn trans-

formations of images and textual attributes under the objec-

tive that the transformed visual and semantic vectors of the

same class should be similar in the joint embeddings space.

Despite good performance, this common strategy basically

boils down to a supervised learning setting, learning from

labeled or paired data only. In this paper, we show that to

learn better joint embeddings across different data modali-

ties, it is beneficial to combine supervised and unsupervised

learning from both labeled and unlabeled data.

Our contributions in this work are as follows. First,

to extract meaningful feature representations from both la-

beled and unlabeled data, one possible option is to train an
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auto-encoder [33, 5]. In this way, instead of learning rep-

resentations directly to align the visual and textual inputs,

we choose to learn representations in an auto-encoder us-

ing reconstruction objective. Second, we impose a cross-

modality distribution matching constraint to require the em-

beddings learned by the visual and textual auto-decoders to

have similar distributions. By minimizing the distributional

mismatch between visual and textual domain, we show im-

proved performance on recognition and retrieval tasks. Fi-

nally, to achieve better adaptation on the unlabeled data,

we perform a novel unsupervised-data adaptation inference

technique. We show that by adopting this technique, the ac-

curacy increases significantly not only for our method but

also for many of the existing other models. Fig. 1 illus-

trates our overall end-to-end differentiable model.

To summarize, our proposed method successfully com-

bines supervised and unsupervised learning objectives,

and learns from both labeled and unlabeled data to con-

struct joint embeddings of visual and textual data. We

demonstrate improved performance on Animals with At-

tributes (AwA) [21] and Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011

[47] datasets on both image recognition and image retrieval

tasks under zero and few-shot setting.

2. Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview of learning multi-

modal embeddings across visual and textual domain.

Zero and Few-Shot Learning

Zero-shot [7, 1, 2] and few-shot learning [8, 39, 20] are

related problems, but somewhat different in the setting of

the training data. While few-shot learning aims to learn spe-

cific classes through one or few examples, zero-shot learn-

ing aims to learn even when no examples of the classes are

presented. In this setting, zero-shot learning should rely on

the side information provided by other domains. In the case

of image recognition, this often comes in the form of textual

descriptions. Thus, the focus of zero-shot image recogni-

tion is to derive joint embeddings of visual and textual data,

so that the missing information of specific classes could be

transferred from the textual domain.

Since the relation between raw pixels and text descrip-

tions is non-trivial, most of the previous work relied on

learning the embeddings through a large amount of data.

Witnessing the success of deep learning in extracting use-

ful representations, much of the existing work mostly ap-

plies deep neural networks to first transform raw pixels and

text into more informative representations, followed by us-

ing various techniques to further identify the relation be-

tween them. For example, Socher et al. [41] used deep

architectures [13] to learn representations for both images

and text, and then used a Bayesian framework to perform

classification. Norouzi et al. [29] introduced a simple idea

that treated classification scores output by the deep net-

work [19] as weights in convex combination of word vec-

tors. Fu et al. [10] proposed a method that learns pro-

jections from low-level visual and textual features to form

a hypergraph in the embedding space and performed label

propagation for recognition. A number of similar methods

learn transformations from input image representations to

the semantic space for the recognition or retrieval purposes

[2, 49, 1, 48, 7, 50, 51, 30, 37, 6, 12].

A number of recent approaches also attempt to learn

the entire task with deep models in an end-to-end fashion.

Frome et al. [9] constructed a deep model that took visual

embeddings extracted by CNN [19] and word embeddings

as input, and trained the model with the objective that the

visual and word embeddings of the same class should be

well aligned under linear transformations. Ba et al. [22]

predicted the output weights of both the convolutional and

fully connected layers in a deep convolutional neural net-

work. Instead of using textual attributes or word embed-

dings model, Reed et al. [34] proposed to train a neural

language model directly from raw text with the goal of en-

coding only the relevant visual concepts for various cate-

gories.

Visual and Semantic Knowledge Transfer

Liu et al. [24] developed multi-task deep visual-

semantic embeddings model for selecting video thumb-

nails based on side semantic information (i.e., title, de-

scription, and query). By incorporating knowledge about

objects similarities between visual and semantic domains,

Tang et al. [44] improved object detection in a semi-

supervised fashion. Kottur et al. [18] proposed to learn

visually grounded word embeddings (vis-w2v) and showed

improvements over text only word embeddings (word2vec)

on various challenging tasks. Reed et al. designed a

text-conditional convolutional GAN architecture to synthe-

size an image from text. Recently, Wang et al. [46] in-

troduced structure-preserving constraints in learning joint

embeddings of images and text for image-to-sentence and

sentence-to-image retrieval tasks.

Unsupervised Multi-modal Representations Learning

One of our key contributions is to effectively combine

supervised and unsupervised learning tasks for learning

multi-modal embeddings. This is inspired and supported by

several previous works that provided evidence of how un-

supervised learning tasks could benefit cross-modal feature

learning.

Ngiam et al. [28] proposed various models based on

Restricted Boltzmann Machine, Deep Belief Network, and

Deep Auto-encoder to perform feature learning over multi-

ple modalities. The derived multi-modal features demon-

strated an improved performance over single-modal fea-

tures on the audio-visual speech classification tasks. Srivas-

tava and Salakhutdinov [42] developed a Multimodal Deep
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Boltzmann Machine for fusing together multiple diverse

modalities even when some of them are absent. Providing

inputs of images and text, their generative model manifested

noticeable performance improvement on classification and

retrieval tasks.

3. Proposed Method

First, we define the problem setting and the correspond-

ing notation. Let Vtr = {v
(tr)
i }Ntr

i=1 denote labeled training

images from Ctr classes, Vut = {v
(ut)
i }Nut

i=1 denote unla-

beled training images from Cut possibly different classes,

and Vte = {v
(te)
i }Nte

i=1 denote test images from Cte novel

classes. For each class, following [49, 50, 51, 2, 48, 7],

its textual attributes are either provided from human anno-

tated attributes [21] or learned from unsupervised text cor-

pora (Wikipedia) [32]. We denote these class-specific tex-

tual attributes as Ttr = {t
(tr)
c }Ctr

c=1, Tut = {t
(ut)
c }Cut

c=1, and

Tte = {t
(te)
c }Cte

c=1 for labeled training, unlabeled training,

and test classes, respectively.

Under zero-shot setting, our goal is to predict labels

of the test images coming from novel, previously unseen,

classes given textual attributes. That is, for a given test im-

age v
(te)
i , its label is determined by

argmax
c∈{1,...,Cte}

Pθ

(
c
∣∣∣t(te)c , v

(te)
i

)
, (1)

where θ denotes model parameters. We will also consider a

few-shot learning, where a few labeled training images are

available in each of the test classes. In the following, we

omit the model parameters θ for brevity.

3.1. Basic Formulation

The goal of learning multi-modal embeddings can be

formulated as learning transformation functions fv and ft,

such that given an image v and a textual attribute t, fv(v)
should be similar to ft(t) if v and t are of the same class.

Much of the previous work for learning multi-modal em-

beddings can be generalized to this formulation. For in-

stance, in Cross-Modal Transfer (CMT) [41], fv(·) can be

viewed as a pre-defined feature extraction model followed

by a two-layer neural network, while ft(·) is set to an iden-

tity matrix. To be more specific, [41] aim at learning a non-

linear projection directly from visual features to semantic

word vectors.

Over the past few years, deep architectures have been

shown to learn useful representations that could embed

high-level semantics for both visual and textual data. This

gives rise to the attempts of applying successful deep archi-

tectures to learn fv(·) and ft(·). For example, DeViSE [9]

designed fv(·) as a CNN model followed by a linear trans-

formation matrix. On the other hand, they adopted the well

known skip-gram text modeling architecture [27] for learn-

ing ft(·) from raw text on Wikipedia. It is worth noting
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Figure 2. Illustration of traditional visual-semantic embeddings model.

that, to further take advantage of previous success, these

deep models are often pre-trained on large datasets where

they have shown to learn effective representations.

Figure 2 shows the basic formulation of the visual-

semantic embeddings model. Our method is built on top

of this basic architecture by adding additional components

as well as modifying existing ones.

3.2. Reconstructing Features from AutoEncoder

Although the basic architecture provides a way to utilize

label information during training, the learning process could

further benefit if unlabeled data are provided at the same

time. To be more specific, we propose to combine super-

vised and unsupervised learning objectives together by in-

corporating auto-encoders [4] for both image and text data.

Typical setting of auto-encoders consists of a symmetric

encoder-decoder architecture, with the hidden representa-

tions in the middle being compact representations that could

be used to reconstruct the original input data. In our model,

the auto-encoders are added after the image and text data are

processed by the pre-trained networks. For learning visual

embeddings, we use contractive auto-encoder proposed by

[36], which is able to learn more robust visual codes for the

images of same class. Given a visual feature vector ṽ, the

contractive auto-encoder maps ṽ to a hidden representation

ṽh, and seeks to reconstruct ṽ from ṽh. Let us denote the

reconstructed vector by rv(·). Model parameters are thus

learned by minimizing the regularized reconstruction error

Lv =
1

Ntr

Ntr∑

i=1

‖ṽi − rv(ṽi)‖
2 + γ‖J(ṽi)‖

2
F , (2)

where J(·) is the Jacobian matrix [36].

On the other hand, for a given semantic feature vector or

textual attribute t, we use a vanilla auto-encoder to first en-

code and then reconstruct from its hidden representation th.

We hence minimize the reconstruction error

Lt =
1

Ctr

Ctr∑

c=1

‖tc − rt(tc)‖
2. (3)
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Combining (2) and (3) gives us the reconstruction loss

Lreconstruct = Lv + Lt. (4)

In practice, if we have access to a large unlabeled set or a

set of test inputs (without labels), we can easily incorporate

them into the reconstruction loss. In our experimental re-

sults, we find that with the visual and textual auto-encoders,

image and text data are transformed into visual and textual

embeddings with more meaningful representations. In or-

der to further transfer the knowledge across modalities, we

impose discriminative constraints on the hidden represen-

tations (ṽh and th) learned by these auto-encoders, as we

discuss next.

3.3. CrossModality Distributions Matching

Distributions matching technique has been proven to be

effective for transferring knowledge from one modality to

another [31, 25, 14]. A common nonparametric way to an-

alyze and compare distributions is to use Maximum Mean

Discrepancy (MMD) [11] criterion. We can view MMD as

a two-sample test on ṽh and th, and thus its loss can be for-

mulated as

LMMD = ‖Ep[φ(ṽh)]−Eq[φ(th)]‖
2
Hk

, (5)

where p, q are the distributions of visual and textual embed-

dings (i.e., ṽh ∼ p and th ∼ q), φ is the feature map with

canonical form φ(x) = k(x, ·), and Hk is the reproducing

kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) endowed with a characteristic

kernel k. Note that the kernel in the MMD criterion must be

a universal kernel, and thus we empirically choose a Gaus-

sian kernel:

k(x,x′) = exp
(
−κ ‖x− x

′‖
2
)
. (6)

We can now minimize the MMD criterion between vi-

sual and textual embeddings by minimize eq. (5). This can

be further regarded as shrinking the gap between informa-

tion across two data modalities. In our experiments, we find

that the MMD loss helps improve model performance on

both recognition and retrieval tasks in zero and few-shot set-

ting.

3.4. Learning

After we derive the hidden representations ṽh and th,

the transformation functions fv(·) and ft(·) can be refor-

mulated as

fv(v) = f ′
v(ṽh) and ft(t) = f ′

t(th), (7)

where f ′
v(·) and f ′

t(·) are the mapping functions from the

hidden representations to the visual and textual output.

To leverage the supervised information from labeled

training images Vtr and the corresponding textual at-

tributes Ttr, we minimize the binary prediction loss:

Lsupervised = −
1

Ntr

Ntr∑

i=1

Ctr∑

c=1

Ii,c

〈
f ′
v(ṽ

(tr)
h,i ), f

′
t(t

(tr)
h,c )

〉
,

(8)

where Ii,c indicates a {0, 1} encoding of positive and nega-

tive classes and 〈·〉 denotes a dot-product. It is worth noting

that we can adopt different loss functions, including binary

cross-entropy loss or multi-class hinge loss. However, em-

pirically, using the simple binary prediction loss results in

the best performance of our model.

Similar to eq. (8), we adopt the binary prediction loss for

unlabeled training images Vut and the attributes Tut:

Lunsup
unlab = −

1

Nut

Nut∑

i=1

Cut∑

c=1

Î
(ut)
i,c

〈
f ′
v(ṽ

(ut)
h,i ), f ′

t(t
(ut)
h,c )

〉
,

(9)

where

Î
(ut)
i,c =




1 if c = argmax

c∈{1,...,Cut}

〈
f ′
v(ṽ

(ut)
h,i ), f ′

t(t
(ut)
h,c )

〉

0 otherwise.
(10)

We refer to eq. (9) as unsupervised-data adaptation in-

ference, which acts as a self-reinforcing strategy using the

unsupervised data with unknown labels. The intuition is

that by minimizing eq. (9), we can further adapt our unla-

beled data into the learning of f ′
v(·) and f ′

t(·) based on the

empirical predictions. The choice of λ does influence its ef-

fectiveness. However, we find that setting λ = 1.0 works

quite well for many methods we considered in this work.

In sum, our model learns by minimizing the total loss

from both supervised and unsupervised objectives:

LTotal = Lsupervised + αLunsupervised, (11)

where

Lunsupervised = Lreconstruct + λLunsup
unlab + βLMMD,

(12)

with α, λ, and β representing the trade-off parameters for

different components. Note that we can also view the un-

supervised objective here as a regularizer for learning more

robust visual and textual representations (see Figure 1 for

our overall model architecture).

Before computing the loss, we find it useful to per-

form ℓ2 normalization on the output scores fv(v) and ft(t)
along the batch-wise direction. It can be viewed as a mix-

ture of Batch Normalization [15] and Layer Normalization

[3]. The idea is simple, we encourage the competence

between different instances in the data batch, rather than

across different categories.
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Table 1. The statistics of AwA and CUB datasets. Images and classes are

disjoint across training(+ validation) / test split.

Dataset
training (+ validation) test

# of images # of classes # of images # of classes

AwA [21] 24293 40 6180 10

CUB [47] 8855 150 2931 50

4. Experiments

In the experiments, we denote our proposed method

as ReViSE (Robust sEmi-supervised Visual-Semantic Em-

beddings). Extensive experiments on zero and few-shot

image recognition and retrieval tasks are conducted us-

ing two benchmark datasets: Animals with Attributes

(AwA) [21] and Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011 (CUB)

[47]. CUB is a fine-grained dataset in which the ob-

jects are both visually and semantically very similar, while

AwA is a more general concept dataset. We use the same

training (+validation)/ test splits as in [2, 48]. Table 1 lists

the statistics of the datasets.

To verify the performance of our method, we consider

two state-of-the-art deep-embeddings methods: CMT [41]

and DeViSE [9]. CMT and DeViSE can be viewed as a spe-

cial case of our proposed method with α = 0 (without using

unsupervised objective in eq. (11)). The difference between

them is that DeViSE learns a nonlinear transformation on

raw visual images and textual attributes for the alignment

purpose, while CMT only learns the nonlinear transforma-

tion from visual to semantic embeddings.

We choose GoogLeNet [43] as the CNN model in De-

ViSE, CMT, and our architecture. For the textual attributes

of classes, we consider three alternatives: human annotated

attributes (att) [21], Word2Vec attributes (w2v ) [27], and

Glove attributes (glo) [32]. att are continuous attributes

judged by humans: CUB contains 312 attributes and AwA

contains 85 attributes. w2v and glo are unsupervised meth-

ods for obtaining distributed text representations of words.

We use the pre-extracted Word2Vec and Glove vectors from

Wikipedia provided by [2, 48]. Both w2v and glo are 400-

dim. features.

4.1. Network Design and Training Procedure

Please see Supplementary for the design details of Re-

ViSE and its parameters. Note that we report results aver-

aged over 10 random trials.

4.2. ZeroShot Learning

Following the partitioning strategy of [2, 48], we split

AwA dataset into 30/10/10 classes and CUB dataset into

100/50/50 classes for labeled training/ unlabeled training/

test data. We adopt att attributes as a textual description of

each class. For zero-shot learning, not only the labels of im-

ages are unknown in the unlabeled training and test set, but

classes are also disjoint across labeled training/ unlabeled

training/ test splits.

Table 2. Zero-shot recognition using top-1 classification accuracy (%). att

attributes are used to describe each category.

Dataset AwA CUB average

recognition for Vut Vte Vut Vte top-1 acc.

using only labeled training data

DeViSE [9] 60.8 63.0 38.9 36.8 49.9

CMT [41] 59.3 61.6 41.1 40.6 50.7

ReViSEa 60.3 61.2 46.4 45.0 53.2

ReViSEb 64.5 65.0 49.6 47.3 56.6

using both labeled and unlabeled training data

DeViSE* [9] 76.0 63.7 37.2 36.2 53.3

CMT* [41] 77.8 58.5 39.9 39.8 54.0

ReViSEc 64.7 67.6 52.2 48.2 58.2

ReViSE 78.0 68.6 56.6 49.6 63.2

Table 3. Zero-shot retrieval using mean Average Precision (mAP) (%). att

attributes are used to describe each category.

Dataset AwA CUB average

retrieval for Vut Vte Vut Vte mAP

using only labeled training data

DeViSE [9] 60.5 61.6 32.6 31.5 46.6

CMT [41] 58.8 61.4 35.8 37.0 48.3

ReViSEa 60.2 60.1 33.1 32.0 46.4

ReViSEb 64.4 63.2 36.0 37.4 50.3

using both labeled and unlabeled training data

DeViSE* [9] 65.6 58.9 35.4 31.3 47.8

CMT* [41] 63.5 57.1 39.7 38.0 49.6

ReViSEc 66.8 63.6 39.4 37.5 51.8

ReViSE 74.2 68.1 47.6 40.4 57.6

To verify how unlabeled training data could benefit the

learning of ReViSE, we provide four variants: ReViSEa,

ReViSEb, ReViSEc, and ReViSE. ReViSEa is when we

only consider supervised objective. That is, α = 0 in

eq. (11). ReViSEb is when we further take unsupervised

objective in labeled training data into account; that is, only

Lreconstruct and LMMD are considered in Lunsupervised

(see eq. (12)) for labeled training data. Next, for ReViSEc,

we consider unlabeled training data in Lunsupervised with-

out unsupervised-data adaptation technique (setting β = 0).

Last, ReViSE denotes our complete training architecture.

For completeness, we also consider the technique of

unsupervised-data adaptation inference (see section 3.4) for

DeViSE [9] and CMT [41]. In other words, we also evaluate

how DeViSE and CMT benefit from the unlabeled training

data. We adopt the same procedure as in eq. (9) and report

results as DeViSE* and CMT*, respectively.

Similar to [49, 50, 51], the results and comparisons are

reported using top-1 classification accuracy (top-1) (see Ta-

ble 2) and mean average precision (mAP) (see Table 3) for

recognition and retrieval tasks, respectively, on the unla-

beled training and test images. To be more specific, we

define the prediction score as ŷ
(·)
i,c =

〈
f ′
v(ṽ

(·)
h,i), f

′
t(t

(·)
h,c)

〉
for

a given image v
(·)
i and textual attributes t

(·)
c for class c. Re-

sults are provided after ranking ŷ
(·)
i,c on all unlabeled training

or test classes.

Table 2 and 3 list the results for our zero-shot recognition

and retrieval experiments. We first observe that NOT all

the methods benefit from using unlabeled training data dur-
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Table 4. Transductive zero-shot recognition using top-1 classification ac-

curacy (%).

Dataset AwA CUB average

attributes att w2v glo att w2v glo top-1 acc.

test data not available during training

DeViSE [9] 67.4 67.0 66.7 40.8 28.8 25.6 49.3

CMT [41] 67.6 69.5 68.0 42.4 29.6 25.7 50.5

test data available during training

DeViSE* [9] 90.7 84.8 88.0 41.4 31.6 26.9 60.6

CMT* [41] 89.4 87.8 81.8 43.1 31.8 28.9 60.5

ReViSE†† 92.1 92.3 90.3 62.4 30.0 27.5 65.8

ReViSE† 92.8 92.6 91.7 62.7 31.8 28.9 66.8

ReViSEc 73.0 67.0 73.4 53.7 26.4 28.2 53.6

ReViSE 93.4 93.5 92.2 65.4 32.4 31.5 68.1

ing training. For example, in AwA dataset for test images

Vte, there is a 2.7% retrieval deterioration from DeViSE to

DeViSE* and a 3.1% recognition deterioration from CMT

to CMT*. On the other hand, our proposed method enjoys

2.6% recognition improvement and 0.4% retrieval improve-

ment from ReViSEb to ReViSEc. This shows that the learn-

ing method of our proposed architecture can actually benefit

from unlabeled training data Vut and Tut.

Next, we examine different variants in our proposed ar-

chitecture. Comparing the average results from ReViSEa to

ReViSEb, we observe 3.4% recognition improvement and

3.9% retrieval improvement. This indicates that taking un-

supervised objectives Lreconstruct and LMMD into account

results in learning better feature representations and thus

yields a better recognition/ retrieval performance. More-

over, when unsupervised-data adaptation technique is in-

troduced, we enjoy 5.0% average recognition improvement

and 5.8% average retrieval improvement from ReViSEc to

ReViSE. It is worth noting that the significant performance

improvement for unlabeled training images Vut further ver-

ifies that our unsupervised-data adaptation technique leads

to a more accurate prediction on Vut.

4.3. Transductive ZeroShot Learning

In this subsection, we extend our experiments to a trans-

ductive setting, where test data are available during training.

Therefore, the test data can now be regarded as the unla-

beled training data (Vtr = Vut and Ttr = Tut). To per-

form the experiments, as in Table 1, we split AwA dataset

into 40/10 disjoint classes and CUB dataset into 150/50 dis-

joint classes for labeled training/ test data.

In order to evaluate different components in ReViSE,

we further provide two variants: ReViSE† and ReViSE††.

ReViSE† is when we consider no distributional matching

between the codes across modalities (β = 0). ReViSE†† is

when we further consider no contractive loss in our visual

auto-encoder (β = γ = 0). Similar to previous subsection,

we also consider DeViSE*, CMT*, and ReViSEc to evalu-

ate the effect of our unsupervised-data adaptation inference.

Zero-Shot Recognition: Table 4 reports top-1 classifica-

tion accuracy. Observe that ReViSE clearly outperforms

other state-of-the-art methods by a large margin. On av-

erage, we have at least 17% gain compared to the methods

without using unsupervised objective and 7.5% gain com-

pared to DeViSE* and CMT*. Note that all the methods

work better on human annotated attributes (att) than on un-

supervised attributes (w2v and glo) in CUB dataset. One

possible reason is that for visually and semantically similar

classes in a fine-grained dataset (CUB), attributes obtained

in an unsupervised way (glo word vectors) cannot fully dif-

ferentiate between them. Nonetheless, for the more general

concept dataset AwA, using either supervised or unsuper-

vised textual attributes, the performance does not differ by

that much. For instance, our method achieves comparable

performance using att, w2v, and glo (93.4%, 93.5%, and

92.2% top-1 classification accuracy) on AwA dataset.

The recognition performance for DeViSE* and CMT*

(60.6% and 60.5% on average) compared to DeViSE and

CMT (49.3% and 50.5% on average) further verifies that us-

ing unsupervised-data adaptation inference technique does

benefit transductive zero-shot recognition. Furthermore, all

of the variants of ReViSE using unsupervised-data adap-

tation inference (ReViSE††, ReViSE†, and ReViSE itself)

have noticeable improvement over DeViSE* and CMT*.

This shows that the proposed model succeeds in leverag-

ing unsupervised information in test data for constructing

more effective cross-modal embeddings.

Next, we evaluate the effects of different components

designed in our architecture. First of all, we compare the

results between ReViSE† (set β = 0) and ReViSE. The

performance gain (66.8% to 68.1% on average) indicates

that minimizing MMD distance between visual and tex-

tual codes enables our model to learn more robust visual-

semantic embeddings. In other words, we can better as-

sociate cross-modal information when we match the dis-

tributions across visual and textual domains (please refer

to Supplementary for the study of MMD distance). Sec-

ond, we observe that, without contractive loss, performance

slightly drop from 66.8% (ReViSE†) to 65.8% (ReViSE††).

This is not surprising since the contractive auto-encoder

aims at learning less varying features/codes with similar

visual input, and therefore we can expect to learn more

robust visual codes. Finally, similar to the observations

found in comparing DeViSE/CMT to DeViSE*/CMT*, the

unsupervised-data adaptation inference in ReViSE substan-

tially improves the average top-1 classification accuracy

from 53.6% (ReViSEc) to 68.1% (ReViSE). Please see

Supplementary material for more detailed comparisons to

the following non-deep-embeddings methods: SOC [30],

ConSE [29], SSE [49], SJE [2], ESZSL [37], JLSE [50],

LatEm [48], Sync [7], MTE [6], TMV [10], and SMS [12].

Zero-Shot Retrieval: In Table 5, we report zero-shot re-

trieval results by measuring the retrieval performance by

mean average precision (mAP). On average, methods that
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Figure 3. Images-retrieval experiments for CUB with att attributes.

Table 5. Transductive zero-shot retrieval using mean Average Precision

(mAP) (%).

Dataset AwA CUB average

attributes att w2v glo att w2v glo mAP

test data not available during training

DeViSE [9] 67.5 67.6 66.2 31.9 26.6 24.5 47.4

CMT [41] 66.3 70.6 69.5 39.3 25.2 21.9 48.8

test data not available during training

DeViSE* [9] 82.3 78.0 84.4 36.9 25.8 21.3 54.8

CMT* [41] 85.8 77.3 73.0 44.1 28.9 28.1 56.2

ReViSE†† 96.7 96.8 95.1 60.7 29.4 27.2 67.7

ReViSE† 97.2 96.9 96.4 62.0 29.8 28.2 68.4

ReViSEc 73.0 67.0 73.4 53.7 26.4 28.2 53.6

ReViSE 97.4 97.4 96.7 68.9 30.5 30.9 70.3

leverage unsupervised information yield better performance

compared to the methods using no unsupervised objective.

However, in few cases, the performance drops when we take

unsupervised information into account. For example, on

CUB dataset, DeViSE* performs unfavorably compared to

DeViSE when w2v and glo word embeddings are used as

textual attributes.

Overall, our method does help improve zero-shot re-

trieval by at least 14.1% compared to CMT*/DeViSE* and

21.5% compared to CMT/DeViSE. It clearly demonstrates

the effectiveness of leveraging unsupervised information for

improving zero-shot retrieval (please see Supplementary for

the plot of precision-recall curves).

In addition to quantitative results, we also provide

qualitative results of ReViSE. Fig. 3 is the image re-

trieval experiments for classes Chestnut sided Warbler and

White eyed Vireo. Given a class embedding, the nearest

image neighbors are retrieved based on the cosine similar-

ity between transformed visual and textual features. We

consider two conditions: images from the same class and

images from all test classes. In Chestnut sided Warbler,

most of the images (71.7%) are correctly classified, and we

also observe that three nearest image neighbors are also in

Chestnut sided Warbler. On the other hand, only 43.3%
images are correctly classified in White eyed Vireo, and two

of the three nearest image neighbors are form wrong class

Wilson Warbler.

Availability of Unlabeled Test Images: We next evaluate

the performance of our method w.r.t. to the availability of

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Fraction p of test images used for training ReViSE on transduc-

tive (a) zero-shot recognition (b) zero-shot retrieval for CUB dataset with

att attributes.

test images for unsupervised objective (see Fig. 4) on CUB

dataset with att attributes. We alter the fraction p of un-

labeled test images used in the training stage from 0% to

100% by a step size of 10%. That is, in eq. (12), only

p portion (randomly chosen) of test images contributes to

Lunsupervised. Fig. 4 clearly indicates the performance in-

creases when p increases. That is, with more unsupervised

information (test images) available, our model can better

associate the supervised and unsupervised data. Another

interesting observation is that with only 40% test images

available, ReViSE achieves favorable performance on both

transductive zero-shot recognition and retrieval.

Expand the test-time search space: Note that most of the

methods [9, 41, 29, 49, 2, 50, 48, 7, 10] consider that, at

test time, queries come from only test classes. For AwA

dataset with att attributes, we expand the test-time search

space to all training and test classes and perform transduc-

tive zero-shot recognition for DeViSE*, CMT*, and Re-

ViSE. We discover severe performance drops from 90.7%,

89.4%, and 93.4% to 47.4%, 45.8%, and 42.5%. Similar

results can also be observed in other non-deep-embeddings

methods. Although challenging, it remains interesting to

consider this generalized zero-/few-shot learning setting in

our future work.

4.4. From Zero to FewShot Learning

In this subsection, we extend our experiments from

transductive zero-shot to transductive few-shot learning.

Compared to zero-shot learning, few-shot learning allows

us to have a few labeled images in our test classes. Here, 3

images are randomly chosen to be labeled per test category.

We use the same performance comparison metrics as in Sec.

4.2 to report the results.

Transductive Few-Shot Recognition and Retrieval: Ta-

bles 6 and 7 list the results of transductive few-shot recog-

nition and retrieval tasks. Generally speaking, ReViSE

achieves the best performance compared to its variants and

other methods. Moreover, as expected, when we compare

the results with transductive zero-shot recognition (Table 4)

and retrieval (Table 5), every methods perform better when

few (i.e., 3) labeled images are observed in the test classes.

For example, for CUB dataset with w2v attributes, there is

a 22.5% recognition improvement for CMT* and a 32.3%
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Figure 5. (a) Original CNN features (b) Reconstructed features (c) Visual codes for AwA dataset in ReViSE under transductive zero-shot setting. We use

glo as our textual attributes for classes. Different colors denote different classes. Best viewed in colors.
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Figure 6. Output features of : (a) DeViSE* (b) CMT* (c) ReViSE. glo attributes are used on AwA dataset under transductive zero-shot setting. Different

colors denote different classes. Best view in colors.

Table 6. Few-shot recognition comparison using top-1 classification ac-

curacy (%). For each test class, 3 images are randomly labeled, while the

rest are unlabeled.

Dataset AwA CUB average

attributes att w2v glo att w2v glo top-1 acc.

test data not available during training

DeViSE [9] 80.9 75.3 79.4 54.0 45.7 46.0 63.6

CMT [41] 85.1 83.4 84.3 56.7 53.4 52.0 69.2

test data available during training

DeViSE* [9] 92.6 91.1 91.3 57.5 50.7 52.9 72.7

CMT* [41] 90.6 90.2 91.1 62.5 54.3 55.4 74.0

ReViSE†† 93.3 93.3 93.1 66.9 57.6 59.0 77.2

ReViSE† 93.3 93.8 93.5 67.7 59.6 60.0 78.0

ReViSEc 87.8 88.7 90.2 61.1 55.3 55.0 73.0

ReViSE 94.2 94.1 94.4 68.4 59.9 61.7 78.8

retrieval improvement for ReViSE.

We also observe that the performance gap between our

proposed ReViSE and other methods is reduced compared

to transductive zero-shot learning. For instance, in average

retrieval performance, ReViSE has 15.5% mAP improve-

ment over DeViSE* under zero-shot experiments, while

only 9.3% improvement under few-shot experiments.

4.5. tSNE Visualization

Figure 5 further shows the t-SNE [26] visualization for

the original CNN features, the reconstructed visual features

rv(ṽ
(te)), and the visual codes ṽ

(te)
h on AwA dataset with

glo attributes under transductive zero-shot setting. First

of all, observe that both the reconstructed features and

the visual codes have more separate clusters over differ-

ent classes, which suggest ReViSE has learned useful rep-

resentations. Another interesting observation is that the

affinities between classes might change after learning visual

codes. For example, “leopard” images (green dots) are near

“humpback whale” images (light purple dots) in the origi-

nal CNN feature space. However, in the visual code space,

leopard images are far from humpback whale images. One

possible explanation is that we know leopard is semantically

Table 7. Few-shot retrieval comparison using mean Average Precision

(mAP) (%). For each test class, 3 images are randomly labeled, while

the rest are unlabeled.

Dataset AwA CUB average

attributes att w2v glo att w2v glo mAP

test data not available during training

DeViSE [9] 85.0 79.3 84.9 46.4 42.6 42.9 63.5

CMT [41] 88.4 88.2 89.2 58.5 54.0 52.7 71.8

test data available during training

DeViSE* [9] 96.7 95.5 95.8 47.5 49.2 51.6 72.7

CMT* [41] 95.3 94.8 95.8 60.0 54.7 56.4 76.2

ReViSE†† 97.2 97.1 97.1 71.2 59.4 61.4 80.6

ReViSE† 97.3 97.5 97.4 72.5 61.4 62.5 81.4

ReViSEc 92.3 93.0 94.6 60.8 55.0 57.1 75.5

ReViSE 97.8 97.7 97.8 72.9 62.8 63.0 82.0

distinct from humpback whale, and thus their semantic at-

tributes must also be very different. This leads to different

image clusters in our designed framework.

Next, we provide the t-SNE visualization on the output

visual test scores fv(Vte) for DeViSE*, CMT*, and Re-

ViSE in Fig. 6. Clearly, ReViSE can better separate in-

stances from different classes.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we showed how we can augment a typ-

ical supervised formulation with unsupervised techniques

for learning joint embeddings of visual and textual data. We

empirically evaluate our proposed method on both general

and fine-grained image classification datasets, with compar-

isons against the state-of-the-art methods in zero-shot and

few-shot recognition and retrieval tasks, from inductive to

transductive setting. In all the experiments, our method

consistently outperforms other methods, substantially im-

proving performance in some cases. We believe that this

work sheds light on the advantages of combining supervised

and unsupervised learning techniques, and makes a step

towards learning more useful representations from multi-

modal data.
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